CANES FILM FEST 2019 AWARDS

BEST ACTOR - Undergraduate and Graduate
The Conversation - Michael J. Sanchez
Being - Genji Jacques

BEST ACTRESS - Undergraduate and Graduate
Raising Ants - Elle Coventry
One Day - Destiny Dallas

Virago - Tiina Tauraitė

PRODUCTION DESIGN - Undergraduate and Graduate
Artie – Leyi Zhang
Being - Cathleen Dean

SOUND DESIGN - Undergraduate and Graduate
Artie – Paige Liskiewicz
A Woman’s Gift – Yushan Zhang

ORIGINAL MUSIC - Undergraduate and Graduate
Artie - Patrick McCarthy & Justin Pack
Virago - Ann Reimann

EDITING - Undergraduate and Graduate
Artie - Sijia Li, Paige Liskiewicz
Buffalo Girls – Yaxu Hu

CINEMATOGRAPHY - Undergraduate and Graduate
Raising Ants - Miguel Angel Tamayo
RE – Hua Tu

SHORT SCRIPT - Undergraduate and Graduate
One Day – Mireille Ntab
Buffalo Girls – Aaron Gordon

PRODUCING - Undergraduate and Graduate
Raising Ants - Miguel Angel Tamayo/Fernanda Lamuno/Alejandro Adler
APT 7 – Valeria Viera

DIRECTING - Undergraduate and Graduate
Raising Ants - Miguel Angel Tamayo
VIRAGO – Kerli Kirch Schneider

DOCUMENTARY - Undergraduate and Graduate
Hampa – Jesus Grisanti
LAVOSI – Mohammad Jastaniah

ANIMATION - Undergraduate and Graduate
It’s HELTER SKELTER, CHARLIE MANSON! – Alec Castillo/ Kevin Fernandez
BEST INTRO FILM - Undergraduate and Graduate
What Are We - Patrick McCarthy/Alex Musca
Apt 7 – Valeria Viera

BEST INTERMEDIATE FILM - Undergraduate and Graduate
ARTIE. – Paige Liskiewicz
Just Like You – Roderick Rascoe/Taylor Gunn

BEST ADVANCED FILM - Undergraduate and Graduate
Raising Ants - Miguel Angel Tamayo/ Fernanda Lamuno/ Alejandro Adler
Buffalo Girls – April Dobbins

BEST SCRIPT (Feature/Pilot)
They - Sarah and Scott Naar

DEANS AWARD
It’s HELTER SKELTER, CHARLIE MANSON! - Alec Castillo/Kevin Fernandez

2019 LOS ANGELES SCREENING FILMS
Raising Ants
Virago
Apt 17
Hampa
Buffalo Girls
It’s HELTER SKELTER, CHARLIE MANSON!

Script - They